
SINO DRO SDS6-2V for LATHE 

When the display is turned off (or there is a power interruption), it will remember the displayed dimensions and return to them when 

power is restored. If the carriage or crosslide is moved while the display is off, the restored readout will be incorrect. 

To set display to zero: Xo, Yo, or X → CLS, Y → CLS. 

To preset a dimension: X → (dim) → ENT, or Y → (dim) → ENT. 

ALE means absolute mode, wherein all measurements are relative to the original zeroed starting points. You may switch to relative 

mode (INC) during operations to do separate movements within a set of operations, and then back to ALE to return to the original 

measurement relationship. To switch to INC, use ↑, then set X & Y to zero. To return, use ↓. 

Pressing ↑ twice will enter into the display of the 200 user zero coordinates. Press ↓ twice to return to ALE. You may also enter into 

the 200 coordinates by pressing ↓ from ALE. To choose a numbered coordinate, press ↓ or ↑ repeatedly. Pressing ZERO from ALE 

will take you directly to the coordinates at ZERO NO, from which you may press the number of the coordinate set you want and press 

ENTER to select.             

 All 200 user zero coordinate sets are contained within the ALE system. These sets greatly increase the efficiency of the DRO 

by allowing the user to preset them as needed. Remember that they are relative to the original set point of the piece being worked on, 

and not the machine itself. Coordinate sets may be entered directly on the display, or you may set them when the point has been 

reached mechanically.            

 To enter directly, move the tool to the starting position and zero both axes (must be in ALE function). Press ZERO, then select 

the appropriate coordinate set number by entering it (example: ZERO → 1 → ENTER). Then enter the X position desired [X → (dim) → 

ENTER, Y → (dim) → ENTER]. Select the next coordinate in the same manner and enter the dimensions. Repeat the process until all the 

positions are entered. To return to ALE, press ↓ twice. 

Radius/diameter switching (available on the X axis only) is accomplished by pressing X → ½. Repeating this sequence will reverse the 

switch. When in diameter mode, SEL will be lighted under the X axis display. 

Metric/inch display conversion is done by pressing M/I. Pressing again will return to the other system. When switching to the inch 

system, MORI (4 or 5) will be displayed. The number indicates the number of digits after the decimal point. Change from 4 to 5 or 

back by using ↑ or ↓. 

Linear error compensation must be done in the metric system in ALE mode. Use the formula S=(L-L’)/(L/1000), where L=the actual 

independently measured length of movement of the cross slide or saddle, L’= The displayed length of movement, and S= the 

correction factor. The compensation range is -1.5 to + 1.5 mm/m. To enter the factor, select the axis by pressing X or Y, then press 

M/I. The current factor will show in the axis readout, and the right side will display COPEN_X (or Y). Key in the correction factor as 

you would enter a dimension, and press ENTER. 

To enter setup mode, press  .  while the self test is running at startup.      

 RESOLUTION: Top left display will show the number of the current resolution for the X axis, while the right display reads X 

RESLN. Choose the desired resolution by entering the appropriate digit in the left side. The choices are: 0=10µm, 1=1µm, 2=2µm, 

5=5µm, 7=0.1µm, 8=0.2µm, and 9=0.5µm. Press ENTER and ↓. You will now be ready to repeat the process for the Y axis. When 

finished with the Y axis, press ↓ again.         

 DIRECTION: Right display will show X DIR. Enter a 1 or a 0 on the left. A 0 will provide a positive count, while a 1 will 

provide a negative count. Press ENTER and ↓ to proceed to the Y axis and repeat. Press ENTER and ↓ again. 

 MACHINE TYPE: Enter 3 for the lathe, press ENTER and ↓.       

 COMPENSATION TYPE: Enter 0 for linear or 1 for segmented, press ENTER and ↓.    

 DECIMAL PLACES FOR CALCULATOR: Enter 3, 4, or 5 for the corresponding number of digits behind the decimal when 

using the calculator. Press ENTER and ↓ ↓. This will start the self test, which may be stopped by pressing the period. 

To use the calculator, press CTR. When finished, press CTR again to return to the previous function. 


